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An inlinitary version of the notion of free products has been introduced 
and investigated by G. Higman [ 111. Let Gi (i E I) be groups and eiG X Gi 
the free product of Gi (ieX) for Xc I and pXu: *ie y Gi+ *ieX Gi the 
canonical homomorphism for Xc Y c I. Then, the unrestricted free 
product is the inverse limit lim,(eiExGi, pxr: Xc YeI), where YcZ 
means that Y is a finite subset of I. In the present paper we introduce a 
similar one to the unrestricted free product, which is a subgroup of the 
unrestricted free product and equal to the subgroup P in [ll, Section 61 
if G; = Z and Z is countable. There were also related investigations due to 
H. B. Griffths [S, 91. Free products are defined using words of finite 
length. Our infinitary version of free products will be defined using words 
of infinite length instead of finite one. The group x iel Gi is called a free 
complete product and is isomorphic to a subgroup of the unrestricted free 
product, that is, nF,, (*iEFG, * lim, (*iEXGi, pxv: Xc YcZ\F)}. Our 
interest will be concentrated to free a-products, which are defined using 
words of countable length and a subgroup of the free complete product. 
One reason to do so is that free a-products are naturally related to 
fundamental groups of certain spaces [9], as we shall explain and state 
applications in the Appendix. Another reason is that these behave well 
concerning noncommutatively slender groups, which will be defined later, 
but we have not found a slender property concerning free complete 
products. 
In Section 1 we define free complete products and free o-products and 
state some preliminary results. In Section 2 we prove a noncommutative 
version of Chase’s lemma, that is, a theorem about homomorphisms from 
free cT-products to free products of infinite components. In Section 3 we 
introduce a new notion “noncommutatively slender groups” and investigate 
it. We remark that this notion is strictly stronger than that of slender 
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groups in the sense of [7]. In Section 4 we investigate the abelianizations 
of free o-products and related ones. In the Appendix we explain the 
relationship with algebraic topology. 
First, we state basic notations. For a subset X of a group G, (X) is 
the subgroup generated by X. The direct product n,,, Gj is the group 
consisting of all functions x from the index set I such that x(i) E Gi (iE I). 
The restricted direct product nr,, Gi is the subgroup of ni,, Gi consisting 
of all x such that {i : x(i) #e} is finite. (The symbol “e” is always used for 
the identity of a group in question. We use “0” instead of “e” for an 
abelian group as usual.) The o-product nye, Gi is. the subgroup of n,, , Gj 
consisting of all x such that (i : x(i) # e} is countable. In case Gi (i E I) are 
isomorphic to a group G, nit, G, is denoted by n,G. The group of 
rational integers is denoted by Z and the set of natural numbers is denoted 
by N. 
1. FREE COMPLETE PRODUCTS AND FREE O-PRODUCTS 
First we introduce words of infinite length. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let Gi (i E I) be groups. We assume Gin G, = {e > for 
distinct i, Jo I. Elements of Uis, Gi are called letters. W is a word, if W is 
a function from a linearly ordered set w to U iS, Gi such that W-‘(G,) is 
finite for each i. In case the cardinality of P is countable, we say that W 
is a o-word. The class of all words is denoted by @‘“(Gi: ieZ) (abbreviated 
by %‘“) and the class of all o-words is denoted by ?‘P(Gi: i E I) (abbreviated 
by %‘-“). 
If there exists an isomorphism i: O+ V as linearly ordered sets and 
U(a) = V(i(cr)) for all a E 0, we say that U and V are isomorphic and 
denote it by U 2: V. In this case we identify U and V. Since the cardinality 
of iV is less than or equal to Max{ )I(, K,} for a word W, w becomes a set 
under this identification. For words of finite length, this is the same as the 
usual definition. For the definition of free products we refer the reader to 
[lo or 131. For a word We”ILr(Gi:ieZ) and a subset XcZ, W, is 
the word obtained by eliminating letters not in UIEX G,; that is, - 
W,E-W(G~: iEX), W,= {C(E r: W(C()EIJ~~~G~}, and WX(cr)= W(a) for - 
CI E W,. For words U and V, we say that U- V holds if UF= V, for every 
FC Z, where we regard UF, VF as elements of the free product *isF Gi. 
Then, - is an equivalence relation on %” clearly. Denote the equivalence 
class containing U by [U]. For U, VE YV, let UV be the composition of U 
and V, that is, UV= ((0, a), (1, B) : a E 0, BE V}, where (0, a) < (1, p) for 
cr~Dand/?~Yand(i,cr)<(i,/?)forcr</?andi=O,l; UV((O,a))=U(cr) 
and UV(( 1, B)) = V(p). Let Up ’ be the word ‘such that u-’ = 
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{(O,a):cr~U}, where (O,a)<(O,/I) if cr>B and U~‘((O,a))=U(a)~‘. 
Then, %‘“I- = {[IV] : WE “K”} clearly becomes a group with its operation 
[U][ V] = [UP’]. We define U” as the empty word, U”+’ = U”U and 
Up”-’ = U-“U-’ for n E N. 
DEFINITION 1.2. The free complete product x is, Gi is the group 
W(G,: i~Z)/m. The free a-product xyE,Gi is the group YV(G~: iEI)/-, 
which is a subgroup of xis, G,. In case every Gi is isomorphic to G, we 
abbreviate x 1 6, Gj by x, G and similarly for free g-products. 
Restricting the length of words to be finite, we obtain the free product 
*it,G,. Obviously, xiG,Gi and xy,,Gi are isomorphic to *it,Gi, if Z is 
finite. We define reduced words and shall show that every word 
corresponds to a unique reduced word. 
DEFINITION 1.3. A word W is reduced, if W = UXV implies [X] # e for 
any non-empty word X, where e is the identity, and for any neighboring 
elements a and /I of I@ it never occurs that W(a) and W(p) belong to the 
same Gi. A word W is quasi-reduced, if W N UXV with [X] = e implies 
Im(X) c Gi and the existence of e # g E Gi for some i such that g is the 
rightmost letter of U or the leftmost letter of V. 
In other words, W is quasi-reduced if a reduced word is obtained by 
multiplying all neighboring letters which belong to the same G,. 
THEOREM 1.4. For any word W, there exists a reduced word V such that 
[ W] = [V] and V is unique up to isomorphism. 
Proof: We define words W, for ordinals p by induction. Let W, be W. 
If there exists a non-empty word X such that W, is isomorphic to UXV 
and [X]=e, let W,,+,=(aEWcr:i(a)EO or i(a)EV}CW and 
W,+,(a)= W(a) for NEW,,,, where the ordering is the restriction of 
that of @’ and i: q + UXV is the order isomorphism. Otherwise, the 
procedure is completed. For a limit ordinal p, let q = 0 y ,p W, and 
W,(a) = W(a) for a E IVP. This procedure must stop at some ordinal whose 
cardinality is at most Max{ 111, K,} b ecause the cardinality of m is equal 
to or less than Max{ 111, K,}. Let W, be the obtained word. By induction 
we can see that [c] = [ W] and hence [ W, ] = [ W]. There may be a 
neighboring a, PE W, such that W,(a) and W,(b) belong the same G;. 
Since such occasions happen only finitely many times for each i, 
performing the calculation in each Gi we obtain the desired reduced word 
of W. Next, suppose that [U] = [V] for reduced words U and V. We 
define cp: 0 -+ p in the following manner. For a E D there exists a unique 
i E Z such that U(a) E Gi. Then, there exist iE E c Z, letters g,, . . . . g, E Gi and 
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Xl ..~Xm+l El/lr(Gj:i# jEZ) such that U2:X1g1Xz..~X,,,g,,,X,+1, 
M: corresponds to gky UE= (xl)Egl(x2)E~~~ (xm)Eg,W,+l)E, and 
C(Xd.?l . . . C(X,M z e. On the other hand, there exist E c F c Z, 
letters g; . . . g: E G, and Yl’.. yn,, E W(Gi: i # j E I) such that 
vz y,g; y*... y,giy,+1, v,~(Yl),g;(Y2),...(Y,),g~(Y,+l),, and 
C(Y*),1.‘. C(YJ,l fe. 
Since [U,] = [ VF] by definition, m = n and g(l) = g’(l) for 1 < 1~ m. Let 
q(a) E P be the member corresponding to g; in V. Clearly cp is a l-l onto 
map and U(M) = V(cp(cr)). Taking large enough FC I as the above, we can 
see that cp preserves the order. Therefore, U and V are isomorphic. 
From now on we regard a word as an element of xit, Gj so that no 
confusion will occur. Hence, U = V means [U] = [V] for words U and V. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let U and V be reduced words. If UV= e, then V is 
isomorphic to U ‘. 
COROLLARY 1.6. Let U be a reduced word, There exists no nonempty 
reduced word X such that U = UX or U = XU. If U is nonempty and 
U = U I, then there exist a reduced word X and a letter g such that U is 
isomorphic to X- ‘gX and g* = e. 
Proof: The first proposition is clear. Since U- I is also reduced, 
U = U’ implies UN U-i and, hence, let i: U -+ u-’ be the order 
isomorphism. Under the notation before Definition 1.2, let X be the maxi- 
mal subset of u such that c( > /I E X implies c( E X and i- ‘(0, m) 4 8 for any 
cl~X, and let X(a)=U(cl) for VEX. If Xui-‘((O,u):aEX)=U then 
U= e. Hence UN XP’gX for some letter g # e by the maximality of 1. 
Then, g*=e by U= U-‘. 
Considering the reduction in the proof of Theorem 1.4, we obtain 
COROLLARY 1.7. Let U and V be reduced words. Then, there exist 
reduced words X, Y, Z such that U 2: XY, V 2: Y- ‘2, and XZ is quasi- 
reduced. 
Next we show another presentation of xic I Gi as a subgroup of an 
inverse limit. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. The free complete product xlcl Gi is isomorphic to 
n FCI*itFGi*lim,(*i.xGi, pxr: XC YcZ\F), which is a subgroup of 
lim,(*iEx Gi, pxv: XC YC I). 
Proof Define cpx: xIE,Gi-+ *ieX G, for XC I as cpx( IV)= W, for a 
word W. Then, ‘px is a homomorphism by definition and pxr. qr = ‘px 
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for Xc YeI. Let cp: xi~IGi~lim+(*iexGi,~xr:X~ YcZ) be the 
homomorphism induced by ‘px (XC Z). Then, cp is clearly injective. 
Let x~U~~,*~~~G~*lirn,(*~~~G~,~~~:Xc Y Z\F). For each FEZ, 
let Wi be the reduced word corresponding to x as a member of 
Gi * lim+(eiEx G,, pxv: Xc YC Z\(i)). Let g(i, l)...g(i,k,) be the 
sequence of letters in Gj appearing in Wi in this order. Now let w= 
{ (i, 1) . . . (i, ki) : i E I}. Consider the reduced word W,, j corresponding to x 
as a member of Gj * G, * lim+(*,,.G,, pxr: Xc YC Z\{i, j}); then we 
can see that g(Z, l)...g(i, ki) and g(j, 1) . ..g(i. ki) are appearing in Wi,,. 
Define (i, p) < (j, q) if g(i, p) is left of g(j, q) in the word W,, j. Then, it is 
easy to see that this is a linear ordering on @. Let W(i, p) = g(& p), then 
WE?V(G~:~EZ) and cp(W)=x. 
For XE xiE, Gi, the i-length of x (say Z,(x)) is the cardinality of 
{a~ W: W(cl)eGi}, where W is the reduced word of x. xi,, Gj and 
x;~, Gj naturally admit infinite operations for certain sequences as 
n;,, Gi. Namely, 
PROPOSITION 1.9. Let g,(AEA) he elements of xip, G, such that 
{AsA :l;(g,)#e} are finite for all iE Z and denote the element corre- 
sponding 1 of the lath component of X, Z by 6 j.. Then, there exists a natural 
homomorphism cp: x,, Z + xiG, G; such that (P(6,)= g, (2~ A). Conse- 
quently, in case A = N and g, E x yS t G,(n E N), we obtain cp: x, Z --) x yS I Gi 
so that (~(6,) = g, (n E N). 
Proof Let W, be the reduced word of g, for ;1~ (1. For 
WE w(Z, IE A), let W* = {(IX, /I) : c1 E w, BE WT, where W(M) = a6, for 
a E Z} and (a, b) < (a’, b’) if and only if c1< Co, or CI = CI’ and B’< /3’. And let 
W*((cr, fi)) = W:(p), where W(cc) = ad,. Finally, let cp( W) = W*. It is easy 
to check by Corollary 1.5 that cp is the desired homomorphism. 
2. A NONCOMMUTATIVE VERSION OF CHASE'S LEMMA 
Roughly speaking, Chase’s lemma [l] says any that homomorphism 
from an infinite direct product to an infinite direct sum maps a large 
part to a small part. More precisely, let h: n,, N A,, --) oIeJ B, be a 
homomorphism for abelian groups A, (n E N) and Bj (Jo J). Then, there 
exist k, m E N and a finite subset F of J such that h(m . nnak A,) < 
ojsF. Bj+ V( @JjEJ B,), where .V(X) is the Ulm subgroup of X, that is, 
n n t N nX. We prove the following: 
THEOREM 2.1. (A noncommutative version of Chase’s lemma). Let 
h: x Te t Gi + *jt J Hi be a homomorphism for groups Gi (i E Z) and Hi (j E J). 
Then, there exist EC Z and FC J such that h( x:: tiE Gi) < ejeF H,. 
4X1’14X l-17 
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To show this some notion and lemmas are necessary. For 
g E *jEJ H,, I(g) denotes the length of the reduced word corresponding to g. 
Let W N Xg, where W, X are words and g is a letter. We say that g is stable 
in W, if the reduced word corresponding to Xg is of form Ug. Similarly for 
wegx. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let H, (j E J) he groups and U and X be reduced words. If 
the leftmost letter g or the rightmost one g-’ in XUX-’ is not stable in 
XUX-‘, then l(XUX-‘) d l(U) + 1. 
Proo$ It is enough to deal with the case that g-l is not stable. Let V 
be the reduced word of XU. Then, I( V) d 1(X) + I(U). Since the rightmost 
letter g-’ in VX-’ is not stable, I( VX-‘) < 1( V) - Z(X-‘) + 1. Therefore, 
qxux- ‘) d l(X) + 1. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let El, (je J) be groups. Let m + n + 2 9 k for m, n, k E N 
andu,x,,zE*jeJHi (1 <i<M). Zf Z(u)<m, u=x,zk...x,,,zk andZ(x,)<n 
for all 1 d id M, then z is a conjugate of a member of some Hi or 
z=x-‘fxy~‘gyforsomefEH,andgEHj, withf2=g2=e. 
Proof: It is easy to see that there exist reduced words U and W such 
that z = W-‘UW and that both words UU and XP ‘UW are quasi-reduced. 
If l(U) > 2, we can take the above U and W so that UU is reduced. If 
l(U) < 1, the proof is done. Hence, we assume l(U) 3 2 and also assume 
that UU is reduced. Let Xi be the reduced word of xi for each 1 Q i< M. 
Then, x, y, . ..x.,, y,= X, Wp’UkWX2 W-‘... WX, W-‘UkW. Suppose 
that the leftmost letter g and the rightmost one gP1 of WX, W-’ are stable 
in WX, W-‘. Then, the reduced word of U* WX, W-‘U* is of form UY,U. 
On the other hand, if at least one of g and gP i is not stable, then 
1( WX, W- ‘) < Z(Xi) + 1 by Lemma 2.2. Let Zi be the reduced word of 
WX, W-‘. Let p be the least number so that 2p 2 n + 1. Then, the reduced 
word of ZiUPfl IS of form Yi U, where Yj ‘v YlV, and f( Yi) < QZi) and 
U N W, Vi for some W,. Hence, the reduced word of Up + 2 Yi is of form 
UZ:. Suppose that the reduced word of UZ(U” is of form UZ:U. Since 
Z(Uk)>l(U)+2(k- l), the reduced form of X, Wp1UkWX2 WplUk... 
X, W- ’ Uk W is of form P1 UP, U.. . P, U” V, where V = UW. This con- 
tradicts l(u) G m. Therefore, the reduced word of UZ;U* is not of form 
UZ;U. Since UU is reduced, not only the rightmost letter of Yi is not 
stable in Up+* Y,, but also Z; must be of form UdSi for some d and 
U N Si T, for some Tj. By the assumption, Si must disappear in the reduc- 
tion of UUdSi U2 and hence Si N S,: ‘. By Corollary 1.6, Si is empty or 
S; = x-‘fx for some f E Hj with f * = e. If Sj is empty, then UZi U* itself is 
reduced, which is a contradiction. Hence, the latter holds. since UU is 
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reduced and I(U) > 2, Ti is not empty. Apply the same reasoning for Si to 
T,, then we obtain that Ti = y ‘gy for some g E Hi. with g2 = e. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let h: x, Z -+ eitJ H, be a homomorphism. Then, there 
exists FC J such that h( X, Z) < *.ieF Hi. 
Proof. By Kuro’s theorem [ 13, Section 34 or 10, Chap. 171, h( x, Z) 
is a free product of copies of i2 and conjugate groups of subgroups of some 
H,. If the number of components of this free product is finite, then we 
obtain the conclusion. Hence, it suffices to deduce a contradiction from 
h(x,Z)=*,,, H, for infinite J. Let p.i: *itJ Hi+ Hi be the projection. 
First, we inductively define k,, EN, j,, E J, x, E x ,,,,{ 1.. .ni Z and finite sub- 
sets F, of J for n = 0, 1 . . Let k, = 1 and take x0 and finite F, c J so that 
h(x,) E *jt po H,, p,, . h(x,) #e for 0 6 cc<4, where the j;s are distinct. 
Suppose that we have defined the (n - 1 )-step. Since h( x (, .ni Z < *it E Hi 
for some finite E and h is surjective, there exist x,, E x N, (, ..nI Z and 
distinct jsn + ~ E J\F,, such that p,sn+z .h(x,,)#e for O<a<4. Let k,= 
n+2+max{l(h(x,...x,~~,)):O<k<n-1) and F, be a finite subset of J 
such that F,-, c F, and h(x,)E *jcFn H,. Then, let Seq be the set of all 
finite sequences of natural numbers and denote the length of SE Seq by 
/h(s). The empty sequence is denoted by ( ) and generally SE Seq is 
denoted by (s~...s,), where S,EN (l<k<n). For s, tESeq, s<t if 
s(i)< t(i) for the minimal i with s(i)# t(i) or t extends s. Let D,= 
{sESeq:O<Ih(s)<n, l<s(i)<k, for l<i<n} and K=D, with the 
ordering < and W,(s) =x,, where n = Ih(s). Similarly, let DLm,“’ = {s E Seq : 
O<Ih(s)<n, l<s(i)<k,+, for l<i<n} and WLm’=DiM) with the 
ordering < and WLm’(s) = x, + ,1 for n = /h(s). Then, there exist a-words W 
and W’“’ (mEN) such that Wj,...ni=(W,~,)jl...n) and (W’“‘)C,...,l= 
(W!“!,)i,...,,iforn~N.Thereexists ECJsuch thath(W)E*j,EHj.Letm 
be a number such that En F,,, _, = En IJ n t N F,, and I(h( W)) d m. Then, 
h(x,)E*jtFmm, H, for O<k<m- 1. Since h(W)= y, .h(W(“))km. y,. 
h( W(m’)km.. y, . h( W’“‘)km for some y, with f( yk) <k, - (m + 2), pi,+, . 
h( W’“‘) = e for at least three CI E (0, 1, 2, 3,4} by Lemma 2.3. A similar 
argument for h( WC”‘+ ‘))km+l and the fact WC*’ = x, . ( WC” + ‘))km+l imply 
that p,,+,(xm) = f e or at least one c( E (0, 1, 2, 3,4}, which is a contra- 
diction. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Suppose the negation of the conclusion. Then, 
we obtain x, E x ;GI,lE .G,, E,cI, and F,cJ, such that E,cE,,,, 
FncFn+~, X,E XC/.E.~ h(xn)4*i.FnHj and h(xn)E*jsF,+, H, (nEN). 
Finally, we obtain a contradiction by Lemma 2.4 and PropoSition 1.9. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let h: x:~, Gi + *j6J H, be a homomorphism for 
groups G, (iE I) and Hj (jE J). If every Gi is finitely generated, then there 
exist FC J such that h( xTC, Gi) < *,tF H,. 
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We remark that Theorem 2.1 for the unrestricted free product can be 
shown similarly, if an index set Z is countable. 
3. NONCOMMCJTATIVELY SLENDER GROUPS 
We introduce a new notion “noncommutatively slender groups,” which 
is a noncommutative version of slender abelian groups [6, Section 941. 
Recall that an abelian group A is slender if and only if for any homo- 
morphism h: nN Z -+ A there exists n E N such that h(n,,,,(, ...niZ) = (0). 
DEFINITION 3.1. A group G is noncommutatively slender, if for 
any homomorphism h: x, Z + G there exists an UE N such that 
4 x N,j, ...nj Z)= (e>. We say “n-slender” instead of “noncommutatively 
slender” for short. 
This notion is equivalent to a seemingly weaker condition as in case of 
slender abelian groups, which we show now. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If for any homomorphism h: x,,, Z -+ G the set 
{n E N : h(6,) # e} is finite, then G is n-slender. 
Proof: Let h: x, Z -+ G be a homomorphism. Then, there exists n such 
that h(6,) = e for k>n. Suppose that h( x,,(, ...ni Z) # (e}, and take 
XE x N,I1 . ...] Z so that h(x) # e. Let W be a word corresponding to x and 
xk = WN,{, ...kl (k E N). Then, there exists a homomorphism cp: x,,, % + 
x, Z such that (~(6,) =xk (ks N) by Proposition 1.9. Now, h .(p(6,) = 
h(xk) = h(x) #e for every k, which is a contradiction. 
Clearly, x, Z is not n-slender. However, xN Z is slender in the sense of 
[7], which is a straightforward generalization of slenderness of abelian 
groups. To see this, let A be an abelian subgroup of x, Z. Then, A is 
isomorphic to Z or trivial by [ 11, Theorem 63. Hence, x, Z is slender in 
the sense of [7] by Specker’s theorem [16 or 6). On the other hand, it is 
easy to see that every n-slender group is slender in the sense of [7]. 
THEOREM 3.3. An abelian group A is n-slender, if and only if A is slender. 
ProoJ Let c: x, Z + lJ, Z be the canonical homomorphism. Let 
h: nN H + A be a homomorphism for an n-slender group A. Then, there 
exists nEN such that h.a( x~,~~...“~ Z)= (0). Since a( x~,~~...,,) H)= 
Z)= (0). Next, let h: x,Z+A 
ha~~~~~~~~srnh~~“a!i1,4,, abelian group A. Then, h(( x,,, L)‘)i:O: 
where G’ denotes the commutator subgroup of G. By Corollary 4.8, which 
we shall show in the next section, there exists no nonzero homomorphism 
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from Ker(a)/( xN Z)’ to any slender abelian group. Hence, there exists a 
homomorphism h: n,,,Z + A such that h = h. 0. Take n so that 
M-I ,,,,{ ,... ni Z)= {O}, then we obtain h(x.,{,...., Z)= (0). 
COROLLARY 3.4. An n-slender group is torsion-free. 
ProofY Suppose that G is not torsion-free. Then, there exists a non- 
trivial finite cyclic subgroup C. Since C is abelian but not slender, C is not 
n-slender. Hence, G is not n-slender. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let S be an n-slender group and h: xpE I Gi -+ S be a 
homomorphism. Then, there exist a finite subset F and a homomorphism 
h: * ,.FGi+Ssuch that h=hp,(W)= W,. 
ProoJ First we show that h(Gi) # {e} for almost all i. Suppose the 
contrary holds. Then there exist i, E I (n E N) such that h(G,) # {e} for 
n E N and i,,, # i, for m # n. Let g, E G,” so that h( g,) # e. We can naturally 
define a homomorphism cp: x, Z -+ xyE, Gi such that (~(6,) = g, (n E N) by 
Proposition 1.9. Then, h (~(6,) #e for every n EN, which is a contradic- 
tion. Let F= {i E I : h(Gi) # {e} }. Similar to the proof of Proposition 3.2, 
we can conclude h( x~~,,~G~)= {e}. Since x~~,G~~:*~.~G~* ( xiE,,.Gi) 
naturally, we obtain the conclusion. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let Si (je J) be n-slender groups. Then, both the restricted 
direct product ny,, S, and the free product *JEJ S, are n-slender. 
The next corollary due to G. Higman [ll, Theorem 1 with a remark on 
p. 803 is a fundamental result about n-slenderness. 
COROLLARY 3.7 (Higman [lo]). Every free group is n-slender. 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. Let h: xN Z -+ nltJ G, be a homomorphism and 
P~:nr,.rGj+n,.~ Gj the projection for PC J. Suppose the negation of 
the conclusion. By the n-slenderness of Gj, we obtain i,E N and finite 
subsets J, of J such that in<in+,, J,,cJ,+~, J,#J,,+,, h(6,)#e, 
h(6,) E I-I;, Jn G, for lfkbi, andp,n.h(x,,(,...in)Z)={e}. Let W,=N 
with the usual ordering and W,(k) = 6i,+k for k E N and n E Nu {O}. Let 
n E: N be a number such that p, . h( W,) = e for j E Uk E N J,\J,,. By definition 
pJ,. h( W,,) = e and p, . h(Ji, . . ‘6,) = e for j$ J,. Therefore, pj. h( W,) = 
p,((6,,...6,~)~’ W,)=eforjEUkE,,,Jk\J,,and,consequently,pj.h(W,)=e 
for jEU kcNJk. By the same reasoning, p,.h(W,+,)=e for jeUkeNJk. 
Then, pj.h(6,+,)=pj’h(W,,.(W,+,)-‘)=e for jEUks,,,Jkr which is a 
contradiction. 
Next, to show the n-slenderness of *jeJ G,, let h: xN H + ejeJ G, be a 
homomorphism and cx *is J G, -+ nis J G, be the canonical homomorphism. 
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To the contrary, suppose that h(6,) #e for infinitely many k. By n-slender- 
ness of JJJEJGj, there exists HEN such that ~.h(x,,~,,,,.) Z)= (e}. Let 
cp: x, Z + x, Z be a natural homomorphism such that (~(6,) = 6, + k 
according to Proposition 1.9. Then, 0. h q(x) = e, for x E x N iz. We claim 
h . (~(6,) = e for almost all k, which implies the conclusion. By modifying cp, 
we may assume h (~(6,) # e for all k and 0. h cp is trivial. Though we can 
deduce a contradiction from these assumptions using KuroS’s theorem and 
Higman’s theorem (Corollary 3.7), we present a proof which is similar to 
the proof of Theorem 2.1 for completeness. Remark that Z(U) > 4 if u #e 
and a(u) = e. Let k i = 1 and k, + 1 =x7= i l(h(6,)) + k, + 2. Then, kj < k,+ l 
clearly. Let 0, = {s E Seq : 0 d /h(s) < j, 1 < s(i) < ki for 1 < id j) and - 
W, = Dj with the ordering < and Wj(s) = S,,,(s)+, for s E 0,. Then, there 
exists a unique a-word W such that W,, j) = W, for jE N. Take m so that 
I(h . cp( W)) < k,. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we obtain U, and F’, for 
s~D,withlh(s)=msothat U,~=6,,~..6,,whereOdi,<...<i,~mand 
VFryZkmil, where Z={s~Seq:l=s(l), Zh(s)~l,lgs(i)<k,+i for 
i>2} with < and Z(S)=~,+,,,~~~. Now, h.cp(W)= . ..h.cp(u.). 
(h y~(Z))~~+l . . . . Since Hi (jcJ) are torsion-free, h . q(Z) is a conjugate of 
a member of some H, by Lemma 2.3. Since (T . h . cp is trivial, h . q(Z) = e. 
By the same argument for km+2 we can conclude h. cp( Y) = e, where F= 
{sESeq: 1 =s(l), /h(s)3 1, 1 <s(i)<k,+,+ifor i>2} with < and Y(s)= 
6 m+l+,h(J). Then, Z=Sm+,.Ykm+Z and hence h(d,+,)=e, which is a 
contradiction. 
We close this section by stating a question. 
Question 3.8. Let h: x,, i2 --+ Z be a homomorphism such that 
h(d,)=O for O<cr<w,, where w, is the least uncountable ordinal. Is h 
trivial? 
It is equivalent to asking whether each homomorphism h: C,,/( x,, Z),’ 
+ H is trivial, according to the notation in Section 4. 
4. COMMUTATOR SUBGROUPS, ABELIANIZATIONS, 
AND 0-ABELIANIZATIONS 
Let C, be the subgroup of x, Z consisting of x such that p,(x) = 0 for all 
i E Z, where pi is the canonical projection to the ith component. The com- 
mutator subgroup G’ is the subgroup generated by all commutators 
x-‘y-lxy (=[x, r]), that is, ([x, y] :x, LEG). Then, G’= (h(C,): 
h E Hom(Z * H, G)) = (h(C,) : h E Hom( xF H, G), FC N). Generalizing 
this in our scope, let G”’ = (h(C,) : h E Hom( x, Z, G)) and G”’ = 
(h(C,) : h E Hom( x, H, G) for some Z). Clearly, G”’ and G”’ are normal 
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subgroups of G. Though G m’ also seems to be a natural subgroup of G, we 
have not found any interesting phenomenon about it. Therefore, we deal 
only with G”‘. The abelianization of G, that is, G/G’, is denoted by Ah(G). 
Similarly we define Ab” as G/G”’ and call Ah”(G) the cr-abelianization 
of G. Ah”(G) is a homomorphic image of Ah(G). To investigate Ah(G) and 
Ah”(G), we recall some notions for abelian groups. 
An abelian group A is called complete modulo the Ulm subgroup 
(abbreviated by “complete mod-U”), if for any X,E A (n E N) with 
n! 1 x,+,-x, there exists XEA such that n! 1 x-xx, for all HEN. It is 
known that A is algebraically compact, if and only if UU(A) = U(A) and 
A is complete mod-U [2]. A is cotorsion-free if A does not contain a non- 
zero cotorsion subgroup; that is, A is torsion-free, reduced, and contains 
no copy of the p-adic integer group 9, for any prime p. It is known that 
A is slender if and only if A is cotorsion-free and contains no copy of ZN. 
First we state some preliminary facts about this notion. Since the proofs 
are straightforward, we omit them. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Any homomorphic image of a group which is complete 
mod-U is also complete mod-U. A direct product of groups which are 
complete mod-U is also complete mod-U. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let A be an abelian group and H its pure subgroup. If 
both H and A/H are complete mod-U, then A itself is complete mod-U. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. If an abelian group A is complete mod-U, then 
Hom(A, B) = (0) f or any cotorsion-free abelian group B. 
Proof Let h E Hom(A, B). Since Im(h) becomes torsion-free, 
U2(Im(h)) = U(Im(h)). Hence, Im(h) is algebraically compact by [2, 
Theorem 2.51. The cotorsion-freeness of B implies Im(h) = (0). 
Now, we investigate G’, G”‘, Ah(G), Ah”(G), and so on. 
LEMMA 4.4. If G is an n-slender group, then G”’ = G’. 
Proof. Let h: x, Z + G be a homomorphism. Then, there exist FC N 
and h: *F Z + G such that h = h. pF by Proposition 2.4. Hence, h(C,) = 
t?( C,) < G’ and consequently G”’ = G’. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let G; (iE I) be n-slender groups. Then, ( xyE, Gi)O’ = 
l XE x~~~G~:~,(x)EG~ for all i} and, hence, A~“(x~~,G~)=~~~,A~(G~) 
naturally. In case of o-products the analogous facts hold, that is, 
(nyS,Gi)v’= {xE~~~,G~: x(i)EGI for all i}, and also Ab”(nyE,Gi) N 
nyE, Ab(Gi) naturally. 
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Proof: Since p,(( x YE, Gi)“‘) < G,“’ = G,! for each j by Lemma 3.4, the 
one inclusion is obvious. Let pi(g) E G( (in I) for g E xTE I Gi and W be a 
word corresponding to g. Let gi,, . . . . g,, E G, so that the word gi, . . . g,, is 
WIiI for each iE I. Then, gi, ... g,, E G(. There exist miE N, hi: *T= 1 Z + Gi 
and xii (1 <jjki) such that Ai( g, and xi, . ..x.,E(*~~, h)‘. Let 
L={(i,j):i~Z, Im(W)n(G,\{e))## and l<j<m,}. By H(i,j), we 
mean the (i, j)th component of x, Z. Define h: x, Z + xyE, Gi naturally 
so that h(6,) = hi(6,) for (i, j) E L according to Proposition 1.9, where 6, 
corresponds to 1 of Z(i, j). Joining all words corresponding to xii’s 
under the corresponding ordering of g,‘s in W, we obtain a word 
XE %‘(Z(i, j) : (i, j)E L) so that h(X) = g. Since Xl(i,i):l C,Gk,I E (*F=, Z)’ 
for each i, XE C, and, hence, g E ( x::, Gi)O’. The second proposition 
follows immediately and the case of a-products is proved analogously. 
COROLLARY 4.6. (x,,,Z)~‘= C,. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let Gi (ie I) be n-slender groups. Then, ( x;~, Gi)“‘/ 
( x Te I G;)’ is complete module the Ulm subgroup. 
Proof: Let E= (xe xpE, Gi : p,(x) E G: for all i}. By Theorem 3.5 it 
suffices to show that E/( xyE, Gi)’ is complete mod-U. Since the property in 
question depends on countably many members only and each member is 
related to a a-word, we may assume I= N. Let cr: E + E/( xneN G,)’ be the 
canonical homomorphism and IZ ! ) a(x, + , ) - 0(x,) (n E N). We can take 
a-words V, (no N) so that x,,+, .x;’ E I’:‘( xneN G,)’ and Im( P’,)n 
iJi=, Gk=#. Let B={ SE S eq:s#( ),ldsi<ii, for l<iilh(s)}. Let 
E= {(s, a) : SE B and CL E Vlhcs) -}, where (s, a) < (t, /3) if s < t or s = t and 
c1< p as members of V,h(s) and Vm(s, a) = V,h(,s)(~). Since V,,E E (no N), 
V,EE. Let v,=((~,t~)~V,:Ih(s)~n,s(i)=l for l<i<n} and - 
U,,(s, c() = Vm(s, a) for (s, tx) E U,. Then, V, E UI! . V:I,~)! ... V, ’ 
$;; 
G,)‘.Hence, Vcc~~,.~~l~U~~.~,.~~~~.~,~~~~~~~.~;l~~,~ 
nE,v GA’= Vi! xns,v 
fo; all n E N. 
G,)’ and, consequently, n ! 1 O( V, x,) - a(~,) 
By Theorem 4.7 and Proposition 4.3, we obtain 
COROLLARY 4.8. Let A be a cotorsion-free abelian group. Then, 
Hom(C,, A) = (0). 
COROLLARY 4.9. Let Gi (i E I) ne n-slender groups. Then, (nye I Gi)“‘/ 
(nyE:, Gi)’ is complete module the Ulm subgroup. 
Proof: Let 40: x~~:,G~-,~;~~G~ and ~&fl~,,G~+Ab(n~~,G~) be 
the canonical homomorphisms. Then, cp( x YE I Gi)“‘) = (I’IyE, Gi)O’ by 
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Theorem 4.5. For XE ( x~~~G~)“, 1c/ .cp(x)=e if and only if p(cp(x)(i)) 
(i E I) are bounded. Hence, (n::, G,)“‘/(np, I Gi)’ is a homomorphic image 
of ( x YE, G,)“‘/( x ::, G,)‘. N ow, the conclusion follows from Theorem 4.7 
and Proposition 4.1. 
To obtain further information about Ab”, we need some definitions 
about words. 
DEFINITION 4.10. A finite sequence of words U, ... U, is of n-form, if U, 
(l<i<p) are reduced and there exist a partition A,...A,,Bof {l...p} 
and ik,jk (l<kdm) such that {i,,j,:ldk<m)=B,U, is U,;’ as 
words for each k, Ui,= U, for any CI, BEA, and lAyl =n (1 <y<M). In 
addition, if the word U1 ... U, is quasi-reduced, we say that U1 . . U, is of 
canonical n-form. In case n = 0, we say that it is of commutator form and 
canonical commutator form, respectively. 
Sometimes we shall confuse a sequence of words U, ... U, with a word 
U, . . U, for simplicity of expression. 
LEMMA 4.11. Let cp: x, Z -+ Ab( x, Z) be the canonical homomorphism. 
Suppose that q(x) is divided by n E N in Ab( x ,,, Z) for x E x ,,, Z. Then, there 
exists a canonical n-form U, ’ . Uk such that x = U, . . . Uk. 
Proof First we describe a transformation of commutator forms corre- 
sponding to c E ( x, Z)‘. There exists a sequence of reduced words 
W, ... W, of commutator form with c = W, ... W,. Let U, ... U,, be of 
commutator form and U,+, . . UZm is quasi-reduced. If Ui Ui + , . . . U,, is 
not quasi-reduced, there exist reduced words X, V, W such that Ui 2: VX, 
ui+I' . . UZm = X- ’ W, and X- ’ W is quasi-reduced. Cancelling XX i and 
arranging pairings, we obtain a sequence of commutator forms of length 
equal to or less than 2(m + 1). Observe that the occasion “U,U,+, 
is not quasi-reduced” happens in the process, only when W,= 
xui, w,,, ... w,= u,,, Y, where both XU, and Ui+, Y are quasi-reduced 
for some X and Y. Therefore, this transformation stops in finite times and 
we obtain a canonical commutator form which is equal to c. 
Under the given condition, there exist y and c E ( x, Z)’ such that 
x = y”c and hence reduced words U and W such that x = U-’ W”Uc and 
U-’ W”U are quasi-reduced. By a similar argument as above we obtain the 
conclusion. 
LEMMA 4.12. There exists a pure subgroup of Ab( x, Z) which is also 
contained in C,/( x, Z)’ and isomorphic to Z. 
Proof Let a=e,...e,...e;‘...e,‘... E x,Z, where ek is the 
generator of the k-component. Then, q(a)E cp(C,). Suppose that cp(a”) 
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(m > 0) is divided by n in Ab( x ,,, Z). Then, a”’ is equal to a word U, . . . U, 
of canonical n-form in Definition 4.10 by Lemma 4.11. Since the reduced 
word of am is well ordered from left to right, U, is a finite word for every 
c1 E B. A word of form ek . . . for large enough k must be a part of some U, 
where a cAy. Hence, n divides m. Now, we have shown that (q(a)) is 
isomorphic to Z and a pure subgroup of Ab( x, Z). 
THEOREM 4.13. For a group G, Ah”(G) = G zf and only if G is a cotor- 
sion-free abelian group. 
Proof: If G is a cotorsion-free abelian group, h(C,) = 0 for any 
h E Hom( x, Z, G) by Proposition 4.3 and hence Ah”(G) = G. Now 
suppose that Ah”(G)= G. Then, G is abelian. Let Ic/: Ab( x,7?)-+ 
Ab( x, Z)/U(Ab( x, Z)) be the canonical homomorphism. Then, Lemma 
4.12 implies that there exists a pure subgroup of Ab( x, Z)/U(Ab( xN Z)) 
which is isomorphic to Z and contained in $cp(C,). Since $cp(C,) is 
complete mod-U by Proposition 4.1, $q(C,) contains 2, that is, the Z-adic 
completion of Z, as a subgroup. The subgroup 2 is pure in Ab( x, Z)/ 
U(Ab( xN Z)) by purity of Z in Ab( x, Z). Hence, 2 is a summand of 
Ab( x, Z)/U(Ab( xN Z)). Now, Ah”(G) = G implies that h(z) = 0 for any 
h E Hom(t, G). Hence, G is cotorsion-free. 
THEOREM 4.14. Let Gi (iE I) be groups where infinitely many of them are 
nontrivial. Then, ( x yG, Gi)“‘/( x YE, Gi)’ and hence Ab( x yEI Gi) includes a 
subgroup isomorphic to the direct sum of 2’O-many copies of the rational 
group Q. 
To prove Theorem 4.14, some notions and lemmas are necessary. 
DEFINITION 4.15. For CEG’, let p(c)=min{n:c=[x,, yi]...[x,, y,] 
for xi, ~,EG}. For CE xyE, G;, p*(c) is the minimal number m such that 
there exist U,, . . . . iJzm of canonical commutator form with c = U, ... U,,. 
If we consider the case G = x (0) G in the definition of p* a sequence of 
words U, , ,.., UZm is a sequence of members of G. Therefore, p*(c) for c E G’ 
depends on representations of G, which is different from the case of p. 
However, the following hold, where some G, may be trivial. 
LEMMA 4.16. Let G= x;,,G,. Then, p(c)<p*(c)-1 and p*(c)< 
6p(c) - 1 for c E G’. 
Proof Observing the role of commutators, that is, xz~‘yz[yz, z-l]= 
xy, we can see p(c) ,< p*(c) - 1. The second inequality follows from the 
proof of Lemma 4.11. 
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LEMMA 4.17. Suppose that x E G and y E H satisfy x2 # e and y2 # e. 
Then, p([x, y]“)>n/12 for nEN in G * H. 
Proof: Suppose that p( [x, y]“) d n/12. Then, p*( [x, y]“) d n/2 - 1. 
There exists a sequence of words U, . .. U, of quasi-reduced commutator 
form such that p < n/2 - 1 and [x, y]” = U, ... U,. Then, one of U:s 
is of form I/V- ‘x W so that I/ and W are nonempty and hence another 
one of U:s is of form W-‘x-‘yV-‘. On the other hand, 
x - ‘y-’ xyx-‘y-‘...xy=u, . . Uzp and U, . . U, is quasi-reduced and 
each Iii is reduced. Since x #x ~ ’ and y # y-i, it never occurs that Ui is 
of form W- ‘x- ‘yVP1 with nonempty V and W. 
Proof of Theorem 4.14. It suffices to deal with the case that I= N and 
G, (n E N) are nontrivial groups. First we construct a subgroup which is 
isomorphic to Q. Since x,, ,,, G, 2: x,, N (G,, ~, * GZn), we may assume 
the existence of g,E G,, such that g, # g;‘. Let I’,, be the word 
g&L, g,‘g,, ~, g,, and next V, and U, (n 6 N) the o-words defined from 
V,, (n E N) just in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 4.7. Then, 
V~EU::!.VI:~,‘)!...V,(X~~~G,,)‘~(X..~G,)~’. We claim {cp(V,), 
cp( Ut) : a E Z, n E N} (= H) is isomorphic to Cl?, where cp: x,lcN G, + 
AM x,,, N G,,) is the canonical homomorphism. Since UE = U,- , I’;:, E 
u,- I( Xn~N G,)‘, H is divisible and of rank 1. It suffices to show that 
H is torsion-free and nonzero. Suppose that I’, E ( x,, ,,, G,)‘. Then, 
v, = [Xl> YI ] ... [x,, y,] for some x,, y,~ xntN G,,, which implies 
P(Cg,,-,> g2nln!)=p(P(2n--1,2n)(Vz)) dm for every n. This contradicts 
Lemma 4.17 for large enough n. By a similar argument we can see that H 
is torsion-free. To get the conclusion of the lemma, we modify the above 
construction. There exist X, c N (a < 2No) such that each X, is infinite and 
X, n X, is finite for distinct LX, b. Let k,, (n E N) be an enumeration of X, 
without repetition. Let I’,, and U,, be the a-words obtained by replacing 
n by k,, in the above construction. Then, we obtain subgroups H, (E < 2Xo) 
Of ( Xne~ G,,Yl( XneN G,)’ which are linearly independent and isomorphic 
to Q. 
Since a theorem analogous to Theorems 4.14 holds for a-products of free 
products, we prove it in the remaining part of this section. We need a 
lemma which is a version of Lemma 4.17. As is well known, the com- 
mutator subgroup of Z, * Z,, that is, the infinite dihedral group, consists 
of all commutators, where Z, is the group of order 2. Except in this case 
we obtain the following 
LEMMA 4.18. Let G and H be nontrivial groups at least one of which is 
not isomorphic to Z,. Then, there exists cs(G * H)’ such that p*(c”)> 
(m - 1)/2 and consequently p(c”) > (m + 1)/12 for m E N. 
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ProoJ We assume that G is not isomorphic to Z,. 
Case 1. There exists gE G such that g # gP’. Take h E H with 
h#e and let c= g~‘hghghghg~‘h~‘g~‘h~‘gh-‘g~‘h~‘. Then, c-’ = 
hghg~‘hghgh~‘g-‘h~‘g-‘h-‘g-‘h~‘g. We only remark on the ordering 
of g and g-i and the fact h, h-i # e. Then, we can conclude 
p*(F) > (m- 1)/2 by a similar reasoning to the proof of Lemma 4.17. 
Hence, p(P) > (m+ 1)/12 by Lemma 4.16. 
Case 2. Otherwise. Then, g* = e for every ge G. Take distinct 
g,, g,EG with g,, g,#e and heH with h#e and let c= 
k, g2klk2hp’g, g2h-‘glhp1g2. Since g, g2 Z g, and g, g2Z g,, we con- 
clude that p*(F) > (m - 1)/2 and p(P) > (m + 1)/12 as before. 
THEOREM 4.19. Let Gi and Hi be nontrivial groups at feast one of 
which is not isomorphic to Z, and I an infinite index set, then 
(nyE, Gi * Hi)u’/(nyE, Gi * Hi)’ and consequently Ab(nyS, Gi * Hi) include 
a subgroup isomorphic to the direct sum of 2’O-many copies of the rational 
group Q. 
Proof. It is enough to prove this in case I = N. Let cp: nnsN G,, * H, + 
AWL,, G, * H,) be the canonical homomorphism. Take c, E (G, * H,)’ 
(nEN) so that p(c;) > (m + 1)/12 for meN by Lemma 4.18. Define 
x,E~,.,G,*H,, (mEN) by: x,(n)=e for n<m and x,(n)=cz!‘m! for 
n >m. Let H = (cp(xz) : rnE N, aE Z>. Then, H is isomorphic to Q. The 
rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.14. 
We remark that (fl,,, (Z, * Z,))’ = n,,, (Z, * Z,)’ and hence 
Ab(n, (Z, * Z,)) z n, (Z, 0 Z,) canonically. 
Question 4.20. Are Ab( xN Z) and Ab(n, (Z * Z)) torsion-free? 
It is equivalent to ask whether (x, Z)“‘/( x,,, Z)’ and (n, (Z * Z))“/ 
KIN Gf * 0)’ are torsion-free or not. Especially, (n,(Z * Z))fl’/ 
(n, (Z * Z))’ is not torsion-free, if and only if there exist m, MEN such 
that sup{ p(c) : CE (Z * Z)‘, p(F) < M} = co. If the answers to these 
questions are affirmative, Ab( xN Z) and Ab(n, (Z * H)) have summands 
isomorphic to BN and (Z @ Z)“, respectively, by Theorem 4.7. 
APPENDIX 
Here, we state applications to algebraic topology, which are the back- 
ground of the context. Topological spaces in this appendix are always 
Hausdorff. Undefined notions about algebraic topology are standard and 
can be found in [ 12, 151. Let (Xi, xi) be pointed spaces such that 
Xi n X, = 4 for i # j. There are two typical ways of attaching spaces (Xi, xi) 
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under the identification of all x, (=x*). The underlying set of the two 
spaces Vie1 (X,, xi) and e/,,, (Xi, xi) are {x*} u Ui,,Xi\{xi}. It suffices 
to define the open neighborhood of x*. Let U be a subset of 
{x*>uUi~Ixi\{xi> containing x*. U is open in ViGl (Xi, xi) if Un Xi is 
open in each Xi, while U is open in e/,,, (Xi, xi) if U is open in 
ViE,(X,,xi) and (U\{x*})nX,=Xi\{xi} for almost all i. If each Xi is 
locally simply connected at xi and also first countable at x,, then 
nlwia, (Xi, x,1) = *reI rr,(Xi). Here, the first countability is essential even 
if Z is finite [3,4]. On the other hand, we have the following, which was 
a theorem of H. B. Grifiiths [9] and J. W. Morgan and I. Morrison [14] 
have completed its proof. 
THEOREM A.1 (H. B. Griffiths, J. W. Morgan and I. Morrison). Let Xi 
be locally simply connected at xi and also have countable basic neighborhoods 
ofx;for each iEZ. Then, nl(~‘,,,(Xi,xi),x*)~ xp,,zn,(X,,x,). 
Originally this was proved in case I is countable, but it is not hard to see 
that this also holds for arbitrary Z, which we shall explain in the sequel. In 
the introduction of [14], they stated that the proof contains a noneffective 
construction of a homotopy. Though we do not insist that the following 
proof is effective, it seems that it is more direct. Since the proof will clarify 
the meaning of equivalence of infinitary words, we outline the proof and 
present a direct construction of a homotopy. 
For a pointed space (X, x) a loop fin (X, x) is a continuous map from 
a closed interval [a, b] (where a < b) to a space withf(a) =f(b) = x. Two 
loops f and g in (X, x) with their domain [a, b] are briefly said to be 
homotopic, if there exists a homotopy from f to g which is constant relative 
to a and b. When we do not mention the domain of a loop, the domain 
is always [0, 11. For an interval Z, Z is the set of end points of Z. For a 
loop fin (vi,, (Xi, x,), x*) there exist at most countable pairwise disjoint 
open subintervals (a,, b,) (nEM) of [0, 11 such that UncM (a,, b,) = 
f-‘Ce/,,,CX,, xd\{x*)). Each 1 oop f / [a,,, b,] lies in some Xi and for 
each i almost all loopsf 1 [a,, b,] in (Xi, xi) are homotopic to the constant 
map, since X, is locally simply connected at xi. Hence, we can obtain a 
o-word Wf~ “W^(n,(Xj, xi) : iEZ) naturally using the ordering of (an, b,)‘s. 
If f is homotopic to the constant map, it is easy to see that (IV/),= e 
for any F c J. Hence, we can define a natural homomorphism 
~:7L1(C/io,(XirXi),X*)--, XP,, nl(Xi,xi) by: zP.$([f])=(IVr),for FcJ, 
where [f] is the member of rc,(e/,,, (Xi, xi)) corresponding to fi It is also 
easy to see that II/ is surjective. To see the injectivity of II/, some notion is 
necessary. A loop f in (X, x) is proper, if f satisfies the following: Let 
(a,, 6,) (n E M) be pairwise disjoint open intervals such that 
U ntM (a,, b,)=fp’W\UIO))). Th en, if f 1 [a,,, b,] is homotopic to the 
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constant loop, f 1 [a,, b,] itself is constant. The next lemma is the only 
part where we use the first countability. 
LEMMA A.2 (Essentially in [S, 1.21. Let X be locally simply connected 
at x which has countable neighborhood bases. Let f be a loop in 
((X,x) v (Y, y),x*) such thatf(a,)=f(b,)=x*for nEN,f([a,, b,])cX, 
andf 1 [a,,, b,] is homotopic to the constant loop, where (a,,, b,) (n E N) are 
pairwise disjoint open subintervals of [0, 11. Then, there exists a continuous 
map H: [0, 1 ] x [0, 1) -+ (X, x) v ( Y, y) with the following: 
(1) H(L t)=f(t)for tE CO, 11; 
(2) H(s,O)=H(s, l)=H(s,a,)=H(s,b,)=xfors~[O, 11 andnEN, 
(3) H(s,t)~Xfors~CO, 11 andtEU,,.,Ca,,,b,,l; 
(4) MO, t)=xfor tEUnEN Ca,,b,l. 
Since this is not so hard to prove if we use the two given local properties, 
we omit the proof. Since the image of any loop f in (2/,,, (Xi, x,), x*) is 
included by vi, c (Xi, xi) for some countable Cc Z, by iterating use of this 
lemma we obtain 
LEMMA A.3 [ 14, Lemma 4.21. Under the same conditions as in 
Theorem A.l, any loop f in ($‘,, I (X,, xi), x*) is homotopic to some proper 
loop. 
Proof of Theorem A.l. Let f be a loop in (\3,sl(Xi, xi), x*) with 
W“=e. Since there exists a countable subset C of I such that Im(f)c 
\SieC (Xi, xi), it suffices to deal the case Z=N. By Lemma A.3, we may 
assume that f is a proper loop. Now, we construct a homotopy H from f 
to the constant loop. In the kth step, we define H on subrectangles of 
[0, l] x [0, l] which makes loops in (X,, x*) homotopic to the constant 
loop expecting loops in o,, k X, will be made homotopic to the constant 
loop in a suitable way in future. 
(Step 1) Let H(t, l)=f(t) and H(t,O)=x* for O<tdl. Let Wf= 
w, ... W”,, where Wi~V(G,) or WjEw(Gn:na2) for l<i<n, and 
Wie %‘“(G,) if and only if Wi+, E-ly(Gj:jk2)for ldidn,-1. 
(Substep 1) We can correspond a closed interval Ii to each W, so 
that W. = WflL for 1 d i< n,, U;;, Ii = [0, 11, and the right end of Zi is the 
left end of I. r+l for 1 Qi<n, - 1. We claim that Wj=e for some 1 <i<n,. 
Suppose not. There exists F c N such that pF( Wj) # e for every 1 < i ,< n, . 
Then, pF( W’) # e, which is a contradiction. We choose one W, with 
Wi=e. Let H(s, t)=f(s) for (s, t)eUjzl Zjx [l/2, 11. 
In case Wi E w(G, : n 2 2), f 1 Z, is homotopic to the constant loop in 
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X1. Let H 1 Ii x [$, 1 ] be a continuous map such that H(s, i) = x* for s E Z, 
and H(s, t) = x* for s E ii and t E [i, 11. In case Wj E w(G, : n > 2) we do 
not define H on (Ii\ii) x (1, 1) in this step, but we let N(s, f) =x* for s E Zi. 
Next, we reform the word W’ to W, . . V.. . W,, by eliminating W,, where 
V= W,_, W,,,. Then, W, ... V... W,, = e and members of $V( G, ) and 
w(G,: n >/ 2) are neighboring in W,, . . . . V. . . . . W,, . 
(Substep k + 1) In the substep k, H(s, 1/2k) (s E [O, 1 J) have been 
defined and there is a corresponding word reformed from W’: By the same 
reasoning as in Substep 1, one of the words equals e as a member of the 
group, of course. We perform the work as in Substep 1. The substeps 
would finish in at most 11, -steps. If they finish in the k-step, then H(t, 1/2k) 
(0 < t < 1) have been defined and equal to x*. Let H([O, l] x 
[O, 1/2k]) = x*. 
(Step k) After the (k - 1)-step, there possibly exist finitely many sub- 
rectangles of [O, 11 x [O, l] on which H has not been defined. Their forms 
are [a, 61 x (CyXPI’ si/2’+ l/2”, Cy=-I’ si/2’+ l/2”‘- I), where si= 0 or 1 
and m d Cf=, n,. H has been defined on the upper side of a rectangle and 
it corresponds to a word in ?V(n,(X,, x,) : n > k). H maps the lower side 
to x*. In each rectangle, we work as in Step 1, as if the rectangle were 
[0, l] x [O, I]. Note that the values of H which we define in this step are 
in v,,,k (X,, x,), because the loops in question are in vnBk (X,,, x,). 
Let H(t, u) = x*, if H(t, U) has not been defined in any step. Now, the 
continuity of H is clear and the proof of Theorem A.1 is complete. 
Next we state a characterization of n-slender groups using E,-groups. 
Some preliminaries and definitions are necessary to state it. 
A continuous map f: X-P Y with f(x) = y naturally induces a 
homomorphism f, : nl(X, x) -+ x,( Y, y), A homomorphism h: n,(X, x) -+ 
n,( Y, y) is spatial with respect o pointed spaces (X, x) and (Y, v), if there 
exists a continuous map f: X-, Y with f(x) = y such that f, = h. Denote 
the circle with a base point by (S’, h) and let (s:, h,) (n EN) be copies of 
it. Then, v/nsN (SA, h,)( = (W, b*)) is the so-called Hawaiian earring. 
THEOREM A.4 For a group G the following are equivalent: 
(1) G is n-slender; 
(2) Let Xi (ic I) be 2-simplicial complexes with xi E Xi. rf 
IT,( Y, y) = G for an arbitrary pointed space ( Y, y), then any_ homomorphism 
h: zl(v/lel (Xi, x,), x*) -+ ztl( Y, y) is spatial with respect to (Vi,, (X,, x,), x*) 
and ( K Y); 
(3) If 7c,( Y, y) N G for a pointed space (Y, y), then any 
homomorphism h: n,(W, b*) + n,( Y, y) is spatial with respect to (W, b*) and 
(Y? Y). 
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Proof: It suffices to show the implications (1) + (2) and (3) + (1). 
(1) + (2) By Theorem A.l, 711(Vj.[ txi, xi), x*) 1: x~~,“I(xi, xi) 
naturally. Therefore, there exist E c Z and h: n,(Xi, x,) -+ rri( Y, y) such that 
h = t?. pE by Proposition 3.5. Since X,(i E I) are 2-simplicial complexes, a 
standard method shows that any homomorphism from X,(X,, xi) to 
z,( Y, y) is spatial. Hence, there exist continuous maps fj: Xi -+ Y (i E E) 
such that fi(xi) = y and (fi)* = h ( rci(X,, xi). Define a continuous map 
f:e/,,,(Xi,x,)+ Y by: flx,=f, for iEE and f(\3,EI,F(X,,~i))={y}. 
Then, f, = h. 
(3) + (1) Let x, Z + G be a homomorphism. Then, there exists a 
simplicial complex Y with y such that rc,( Y, y) N G, for example, the 
Eilenberg-Maclane complex K( 1, G). Identify x, Z with n,(W, b*), then 
there exists a continuous map f: W + Y such that f(b*)= y. Since Y 
is locally contractible, there exists n E N such that f(Z/,z,, (St, h,,)) 
contained in some contractible neighborhood of y. On the other hand, 
E-f =vm<. RL 6,) ” vman CSL, U and ~lW, b*) - *m<,z nl(SL, h,,) * 
X m D n rrl (SL, b,) naturally. Therefore, 
h( x N,i,...ml Z)=f,(x,,,n,(S~,b,))= {el. 
As is well known, the first integral singular homology group H,(X) is 
isomorphic to Ab(rri(X, x)) for a path-connected pointed space (X,x) 
[14]. For certain spaces we can interpret Ah”(G) naturally. Let X, (FEZ) 
be simplicial complexes, or ANRs more generally, such that z&(X;, xi) 
(iEZ) are n-slender. Then, rr,(vi,, (Xi, xi), x*) N xy,, rrl(Xi, xi). As we 
have shown in Section 3, H,(e/i,, (Xi, xi)) becomes a rather complicated 
group for an infinite Z, even if X, (iE I) are copies of S’. On the other 
hand, the factor ZZT(v,,, (X,, x,)) of H,(v,,, (Xi, xi)), introduced in 
[S], is naturally isomorphic to nPt, H,r(X,) for path-connected spaces 
(Xi, x,) by [S, Theorem 4.61. Therefore, ZZr(\S/,,, (Xi, x,)) is isomorphic to 
Ab”(n,(e/,C, (Xi, x,), x*)). We explain the situation a little. 
H,(Z/is, (Xi, x,)) consists of loops modulo the image of the boundary 
map, Im(8,). A loop ,f with base point x* represents an element of 
r~,(\3~,, (Xi, xi), x*)’ if and only iff belongs to Im(a,). Hr is defined as H, 
replacing Im(8,) by Im(a,), where the topological closure is taken under 
the topology of a free topological abelian group. (See [S] for precise delini- 
tion.) Now, frepresents an element of rr,(vi,, (Xi, xi), x*)O’ if and only if 
f belongs to Im(8,). Hence, Im(a,)/Im(a,) is complete modulo the Ulm 
subgroup by Theorem 4.7 in such a case. 
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